Head-to-head comparison of $^{68}$Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT and mpMRI with histopathology gold-standard in the detection, intra-prostatic localization and local extension of primary prostate cancer: results from a prospective single-center imaging trial
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ABSTRACT

The role of prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-targeted PET in comparison to mpMRI in the evaluation of intraprostatic cancer foci is not well defined. The aim of our study was to compare the diagnostic performances of PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI using 3 independent blinded readers for each modality and with histopathology as gold standard in the detection, intra-prostatic localization and local extension of primary prostate cancer.

**Methods:** Patients with intermediate- or high-risk prostate cancer who underwent a PSMA PET/CT as part of the prospective trial (NCT03368547) and a mpMRI prior to radical prostatectomy were included. Each imaging modality was interpreted by 3 blinded independent readers unaware of the other modality result. Central majority rule was applied (2:1). Whole-mount pathology was used as the gold-standard. Imaging scans and whole-mount pathology were interpreted using the same standardized approach on a segment- and lesion-level. A “neighboring” approach was used to define imaging/pathology correlation for the detection of individual prostate cancer foci. Accuracy in determining the location, extraprostatic extension (EPE) and seminal vesicle invasion (SVI) of prostate cancer foci was assessed using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. Inter-reader agreement was calculated using inter-class coefficient (ICC) analysis.

**Results:** The final analysis included 74 patients (14/74 - 19% intermediate risk and 60/74 - 81% high risk). Cancer detection rate (lesion-based analysis) was 85%, 83% and 87 for PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI, respectively. ΔAUC between PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI and the two imaging modalities alone for delineation of tumor localization (segment-based analysis) was statistically significant (p<0.001), but not between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI (p=0.093). mpMRI outperformed PSMA PET/CT in detecting EPE (p=0.002) and SVI (p=0.001). On a segment-level analysis, ICC analysis showed moderate reliability among PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI readers using a 5-point Likert scale (range: 0.53 to 0.64). In the evaluation of T-staging, poor reliability was found among PSMA PET/CT readers and poor to moderate reliability was found for mpMRI readers.

**Conclusions:** PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI have similar accuracy in the detection and intra-prostatic localization of prostate cancer foci. mpMRI performs better in identifying EPE and SVI. For the T-staging evaluation of intermediate to high-risk prostate cancer patients, mpMRI should still be considered the imaging modality of reference. Whenever available, PSMA PET/MRI or the co-registration/fusion of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI (PSMA PET+mpMRI) should be used as it improves tumor extent delineation.
1. **Introduction**

Prostate cancer is the most common solid organ malignancy in men, accounting for over 190,000 new diagnoses and over 33,000 deaths in 2020 (1). Distant extra-pelvic staging of patients with unfavorable intermediate- and high-risk disease with cross sectional imaging and bone scan is recommended to guide initial therapy (2,3).

Current methods used to locally stage prostate cancer and identify the precise location of foci of disease rely on the results of systematic or targeted biopsies and multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI). While targeted biopsies have considerably improved the identification of clinically significant prostate cancer and even allowed for the tracking of biopsy cores over time, there is still over 30% chance of missing clinically significant prostate cancer in men with multifocal disease (4). Further, in a cohort of men selected as candidates for focal therapy who underwent radical prostatectomy (RP), nearly half had unidentified bilateral disease and would have been inadequately treated (5). Therefore, additional and perhaps complementary methods are needed to better characterize and identify clinically significant prostate cancer foci.

Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is a transmembrane cell surface protein overexpressed in prostate cancer cells relative to most other tissues (6). PSMA PET/CT has been shown in prospective studies to be highly sensitive and specific for the identification of biochemically recurrent disease and to improve the staging of patients with newly diagnosed disease (7-9). Previous studies comparing PSMA PET and mpMRI in the local staging of prostate cancer had overall discordant results. While some studies describe superiority of PSMA PET/CT over mpMRI (10-12), others show no significant differences (13,14).

The goal of the current analysis was to compare the diagnostic performance of PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and the combination of the two (PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI) in the detection, intra-prostatic localization and local extension of primary prostate cancer with histopathology as the gold standard using 3 blinded independent readers for each modality.

2. **Materials and methods**

2.1. **Study design and patient population**

We report here the results of an exploratory endpoint of a prospective trial conducted at the University of California, Los Angeles (NCT03368547). The primary outcome of the trial was to evaluate the diagnostic performance (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value) of \(^{68}\)Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT (PSMA PET/CT) for the detection of regional nodal metastases compared with histopathology at radical prostatectomy in patients with intermediate- to high-risk prostate cancer. The results of the primary endpoint analysis were the foundation of a New Drug Application for \(^{68}\)Ga-PSMA-11 (15) and will be reported separately.

For the current study, patients with biopsy-proven intermediate- and high-risk prostate cancer by NCCN (16) enrolled in the pivotal trial were included in the analysis if they underwent initial staging with both PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI at our institution and subsequently underwent RP. Patients treated with androgen deprivation therapy were excluded.
from the analysis. The study was done under an investigational new drug approval protocol (IND#130649) and was approved by the local institutional review board (IRB#16-001684).

2.2. mpMRI image acquisition

mpMRI were obtained using a 3-T MRI system using a standardized protocol with pelvic external phased-array coils. The mpMRI protocol included conventional multiplanar T2-weighted imaging, DWI, and DCE MRI, as described previously (17).

mpMRI were obtained using a 3-T MRI system (Magnetom Trio, Skyra, or Verio system; Siemens Medical Systems, Malvern, Pa) using a standardized protocol with pelvic external phased-array coils. The mpMRI protocol included T2-weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE), DWI, axial unenhanced T1-weighted, and axial 3D fast-field echo DCEMRI sequences. A small-FOV 3D axial TSE T2-weighted sequence was performed using spatial and chemical-shift encoded excitation (SPACE, Siemens Healthcare), as described in detail previously (17,18).

2.3. PSMA PET/CT image acquisition

PSMA PET/CT images were acquired after intravenous injection of a median of 192.4 MBq of $^{68}$Ga-PSMA-11 (IQR: 185 – 203.5) and a median uptake time of 61.5 minutes (IQR: 58 – 67) using a Biograph 64 or mCT PET/CT scanner; Siemens Medical Systems, Malvern, Pa (axial FOV of 22.1 cm). $^{68}$Ga-PSMA-11 (Glu-NH-CO-NH-Lys-(Ahx)-[${}^{68}$Ga(HBEDCC)]) was used as the PSMA ligand (19) and was obtained from the Biomedical Cyclotron Facility at UCLA. Oral and intravenous CT-contrast was administered unless contraindicated. A 5-mm slice thickness CT scan was used. All PET images acquired from pelvis to vertex were corrected for attenuation, dead time, random events, and scatter. The time per bed position was based on patient weight (20).

2.4. Image analysis

For the purpose of this exploratory endpoint analysis, the PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI were read independently by three board-certified nuclear medicine physicians (MAA, SB and IS with 4, 4 and 1 year experience interpreting PSMA PET/CT, i.e. approximately 250 scan/year, and 19, 7 and 7 year experience interpreting oncologic PET/CT, i.e. approximately 1000 scan/year, respectively) and three radiologists (EF, SV and TT, with 5, 5 and 12 years experience with prostate mpMRI, respectively, approximately 1000 scan/year) using OsiriX (21) and DynaCAD softwares, respectively.

All readers were aware of biopsy-proven prostate cancer, but blinded to any other demographic, clinical, pathology and imaging information. Readers were blinded to PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI clinical reports and to other readers’ findings. A standardized approach was used for imaging interpretation and assess the presence, location and size of prostate cancer foci (lesions) within the prostate. The analysis was conducted on an individual lesion- and segment-level.

2.4.1. Segment-level analysis (prostate cancer localization)
The prostate was divided into 12 segments using orthogonal axial planes in PSMA PET/CT and oblique axial planes in mpMRI: base, midgland and apex defined as the upper, middle and lower third of the prostate, respectively; right/left and anterior/posterior were defined on axial view by a vertical (sagittal plane) and horizontal line (coronal plane) passing by the center of the prostate, respectively (figure 1). The 12 segments used in this analysis represented a compromise between the 41 sectors used in the PIRADS score and the sextants used for PSMA PET in previous studies (12,22). All PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI readers assigned each segment a score using a 5-point Likert scale (PSMA score, resembling the PSMA-RADS version 1.0 (23,24), and PI-RADS score version 2.1 (25), respectively) based on the overall likelihood of prostate cancer. Each reader’s 5-point scores were further converted into a binary score (1 and 2 = negative for cancer; 3, 4 and 5 = positive for cancer).

2.4.2. Lesion-level analysis (prostate cancer detection)

A maximum of three prostate cancer lesions were listed for each patient and described as the index, secondary and tertiary lesion. Each reader recorded lesion size and other parameters (i.e. SUVmax for PSMA PET/CT and DWI PI-RADS score for mpMRI) to aid in the overall interpretation.

2.4.3. T-staging

The presence of bilateral intraprostatic disease, seminal vesicle involvement (SVI – T3b) and extraprostatic extension (EPE – T3a) were assessed visually in a binary manner. (26).

2.4.4. Majority rule and central reads

One lead investigator collected the imaging and pathology reads and conducted the final analysis. A central majority rule (2:1) was used to obtain the final reads for PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI. On a segment-level, lesion-level and T-staging-level analysis, a positivity for cancer involvement in the individual segment, lesion or T-level was considered if at least two out of three readers described it as positive for cancer.

PSMA PET/CT + mpMRI

PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI findings were obtained by combining the central majority reads from the two imaging modalities. In case a segment, lesion or T-level finding was described as positive only on one imaging modality (only on PET or mpMRI) as described above, it was automatically considered positive for PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI.

2.5. Histopathology analysis

Whole mount pathology (tissue sections of 5 mm, histologic sections cut at 5 μm) was read by a Genito-Urinary pathologist (AS with 7 years of whole mount experience) blinded to all imaging results using the lesion- and segment-level approach described above. Each lesion was assessed for the presence, location, size of cancer foci and Gleason grades.

Benign prostatic lesions were not considered and excluded from the detection analysis.

2.6 Imaging/pathology correlation
To define imaging/pathology correspondence on a lesion-level, an adaptation of a previously described approach was used (27) (figure 1). This “neighboring” approach did not take into account the number of lesions and allowed the location correspondence to involve the immediately adjacent segments. This approach was used to overcome possible interpretation errors due to: misregistration/misalignment deriving from deformation and shrinkage during fixation commonly happening in the phase of whole mount slices preparation (28), different orientation used by PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and whole mount pathology (prostatectomy specimen cross-section) to define the prostate base, midgland and apical regions.

2.7 Statistical analysis

Patient characteristics and study variables were summarized using mean (standard deviation - SD), median (interquartile range - IQR), or frequency (%), as appropriate. The diagnostic performance of PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI were compared to histopathological analysis on a lesion- and segment-level. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves and area under the ROC curves (AUCs) were obtained with 95% confidence intervals. ΔAUC confidence intervals and p-values were carried out using DeLong’s test.

Inter-rater agreement was calculated using inter-class correlation (ICC) using the ‘two way random’ model, ‘absolute agreement’ and ‘single measure’ options. Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSSV25 (Armonk, NY) and p-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Patient population

Between January 2017 and November 2019, 398 patients were enrolled in the trial. 74 patients were included in the final analysis of this study (study flowchart in figure 2). The mean time between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI was 43 (39.9) days (range: -31–123 days), PSMA PET/CT and RP was 54.1 (35.9) days (range: 6–180 days), mpMRI and RP was 100.8 (53.4) days (range: 3–288 days). In 44/74 patients (59%) the mpMRI was performed prior to the biopsy, whereas all PSMA PET/CT scans were obtained after confirmation of a positive biopsy. Patient characteristics are summarized in table 1.

3.2. Prostate cancer localization (segment-based analysis)

A total of 425/888 segments (48%) were positive for cancer by pathology. PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and PSMA+mpMRI described cancer (majority reads 2:1) in 310/888 (35%), 314/888 (35%) and 405/888 (46%) segments, respectively. Results of the segment-level analysis and the ROC curves per reader and per imaging modality are shown in figure 3a and 3b. A total of 408/888 segments (46%) were described as harboring clinically significant prostate cancer (Gleason score >3+3=6). Results of a sub-analysis including only clinically significant lesions are shown in Supplementary figure 1.
The AUCs (sensitivity/specificity) for PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI were 0.7 (0.84/0.55), 0.73 (0.86/0.59) and 0.77 (0.77/0.71), respectively. \( \Delta \text{AUC} \) between PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI and the two imaging modalities alone was statistically significant (p<0.001), but not between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI (p=0.093).

The AUCs using the PSMA and the PI-RADS score for each individual reader 1, 2 and 3 were 0.69, 0.69 and 0.66 and 0.71, 0.72 and 0.71, respectively.

ICC analysis showed moderate reliability (29) among PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI readers using the 5-point Likert scales (PSMA PET/CT: reader1/reader2=0.63, reader1/reader3=0.53, reader2/reader3=0.64; mpMRI: reader1/reader2= 0.61, reader1/reader3= 0.55, reader2/reader3=0.55).

3.3. Prostate cancer detection (lesion-based analysis)

Whole mount pathology identified 109 prostate cancer foci (74/32/3 - index/secondary/tertiary lesions). Using the majority reads (2:1), PSMA PET/CT identified 111 lesions (74/33/4 - index/secondary/tertiary lesions) and mpMRI identified 91 (74/16/1 - index/secondary/tertiary lesions). Results of the lesion-level analysis and detection rates for all cancerous lesions are shown in table 2. Individual readers’ results are shown in supplementary table 1.

Detection rate was 85%, 83% and 87% for PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI, respectively. PSMA PET/CT identified 4 lesions (1 primary and 3 secondary) missed by mpMRI, whereas mpMRI identified 2 lesions (1 primary and 1 secondary) that were missed by PSMA PET/CT (Supplementary table 2). Differences in detection rates between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI were not statistically significant. The addition of PSMA PET/CT did not provide significant increases in detection rates over mpMRI alone.

Two separate sub-analyses excluding small cancerous lesions (≤ 0.5 cm on histopathological analysis) and lesions with Gleason score 3+3=6 were conducted.

Twelve/109 lesions (11%) were graded as Gleason score 3+3=6 (10/12 secondary lesions and 2/12 tertiary lesions). Overall detection rate excluding these lesions was 95% for PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI (vs 92% for both PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI alone).

Detection rates for clinically significant are summarized in table 2.

Five/109 lesions (5%) measured ≤ 0.5 cm on histopathological analysis. Three/5 were not detected by either imaging modalities, 1/5 was identified by both and 1/5 was identified by mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT.

Figure 4 and supplementary figure 2 show examples of PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and whole mount pathology from our cohort.

3.4. T-staging

Bilateral disease was detected on histopathology in 37/74 patients (50%), SVI in 25/74 (34%) and EPE in 43/74 (58%). By majority reads (2:1), although mpMRI had a higher AUC than PSMA PET/CT for the detection of bilateral disease (0.65 vs 0.54) this was not significantly different (DeLong’s test p=0.138) (figure 3). mpMRI had a better AUC than
PSMA PET/CT for detection of EPE (0.79 vs 0.59, p=0.002) and SVI (0.84 vs 0.63, p=0.001). The use of PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI did not provide statistically significantly improvements to mpMRI alone.

Poor reliability was found among readers for PSMA PET/CT in the evaluation of bilaterality (ICC= 0.344), EPE (ICC=0.203) and SVI (ICC=0.081); moderately strong reliability was found among mpMRI readers for bilaterality (ICC= 0.693) and EPE (ICC=0.580), poor reliability for SVI (ICC=0.305).

4. Discussion

In our single center study including 74 patients with intermediate- to high-risk prostate cancer, using the majority reads of 3 blinded independent readers for each imaging modality, PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI performed similarly in the detection and intra-prostatic localization of primary prostate cancer, while mpMRI was superior for determining the T-stage. The combined use of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI improved tumor extent delineation (segment-level analysis) and allowed the identification of multifocal lesions, but did not significantly improve detection rates (lesion-level analysis) of the two modalities alone.

Current clinical guidelines (2,30) still recommend the use of cross-sectional imaging (CT or MRI) with bone scan for the extraprostatic distant staging of patients with intermediate- to high- risk prostate cancer. Several studies showed superiority of PSMA PET/CT over conventional imaging in the evaluation of the N- and M- staging (7-9,31-34), but its added value in the definition of T-staging and intraprostatic tumor localization is still controversial. The goal of our analysis was to compare the two imaging modalities in the definition of local disease and to evaluate if the combination of the two provides any significant advantage. In this setting the current literature shows discordant results, mostly due to small cohorts, different study designs and approaches in defining the imaging/pathology correlation. Differently from previous studies, in the current work we included a relatively large cohort of prospectively selected patients, and involved a standardized approach to image and whole mount pathology correlation analysis. An additional analysis on the T-staging was conducted, as well as a sub-analysis on lesions with lower Gleason grades (3+3=6). In our study, PSMA PET/CT allowed the detection of 4 lesions missed by mpMRI (4/109 lesions – 4%), but also misclassified more lesions as prostate cancer (higher number of false positives) at the expense of the PPV. An additional analysis specifically looking at negative lesions on both imaging modalities, discordant cases, and histopathological features of these tumor foci will be conducted separately by the authors in a future study.

The segment-level analysis for localization of prostate cancer foci did not show significant differences between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI. Conversely, the addition of PSMA PET/CT to mpMRI significantly increased the number of segments detected, indicating that it improves the definition of tumor extent and can be an important aid in guiding the initial therapeutic approach (5). However, to confirm this finding further investigation is needed.

The results described above were obtained using a “neighboring” approach to evaluate imaging/pathology correlation, used to overcome the intrinsic limitation of the lack of registration between imaging and pathology. The use of PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI allowed the detection of 99% primary lesions and 69% secondary lesions, with an
overall detection rate of 87% (vs 85% and 83% for PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI alone, respectively) for all lesions, and 95% (vs 92% for both PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI alone) in clinically significant lesions (see supplementary table 2). Based on the improved performance of the combined PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI information, we recommend that discordant cases in the clinical practice should be evaluated in consensus between the PET/CT and MRI readers or during multidisciplinary prostate cancer tumor board. A lesion detected on only one of the modality should be considered suspicious. Whenever possible, the PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI images should be co-registered using the the CT and MRI prostate contours as reference.

mpMRI performed significantly better than PSMA PET/CT in the definition of the T-staging, i.e. SVI (T3b) and EPE (T3a), but not in the detection of bilateral disease (T2c). This finding is mainly attributable to the poor inter-reader agreement among the 3 PET readers for T-staging, probably due to the lack of standardized criteria for T-staging evaluation by PSMA PET/CT. On the contrary, since the correct definition of the locoregional extension of prostate cancer highly relies on anatomical detail visualization, the well-established higher soft tissue contrast, higher spatial resolution and multiplanar capability of mpMRI represent an advantage over CT and led to a good agreement between the 3 MRI readers for T-staging. However, inter-rater reliability was also poor for mpMRI readers in the evaluation of SVI. These results contrast with those of a previously published study involving 54 patients in which PSMA PET/CT showed higher sensitivity for the definition of EPE, but not for SVI (35).

Intra-prostatic tumor detection/localization by PSMA PET/CT relies largely on the PSMA PET signal because of the poor tissue contrast of CT. Consequently, lesion localization is highly dependent on the SUV visual scaling threshold used while interpreting the scans. Readers did not receive any specific recommendation on a fixed SUV threshold, as interpretation should be done by adapting the scaling to the background signal. This represents a source of inter-reader variability, but despite this inherent limitation for PSMA PET/CT, the segment-level analysis for localization of prostate cancer foci did not show significant differences compared to mpMRI.

Several studies showed that the combined use of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI provides the best diagnostic accuracy overall (10,14). In light of the recent advent of PET/MRI, a growing body of literature is now available using PSMA PET/MRI, shown by several groups to outperform each modality alone (22,28,36-38). However, the limited number of PET/MRI scanners available worldwide and the associated high costs still limit its widespread use in the clinical practice. The well-established superiority of PSMA PET/CT in the N- and M- staging, combined with an enhanced ability to determine T-stage and local extension with mpMRI, highlights the complementary role of each imaging modality and underscores the diagnostic potential of PSMA PET/MRI. If available, PSMA PET/MRI should be considered the modality of choice in the initial evaluation of patients with advanced prostate cancer. In case a hybrid PET/MRI scanner is not available, the PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI images acquired separately should be co-registered using a reproducible mutlimodality DICOM image fusion tool. In case this is not possible, mpMRI remains the imaging modality of reference for the evaluation of the T-stage.

The main limitations of the study is the lack of co-registration between PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI and pathology and the absence of the use of 3D custom mold (39-41). To compensate for this inaccurate imaging/pathology correlation
limitation we used a “neighboring” approach. Another limitation is the time interval between mpMRI and RP was not homogeneous, ranging between 3 and 288 days, rising the potential issue of inherent tumor changes with time. Additionally, sources of bias include the lack of negative controls in the cohort, as all imaging readers were aware of the presence of biopsy-proven high- to intermediate-risk prostate cancer, and patient selection as we cannot rule out the exclusion of patients with a positive mpMRI and a negative biopsy from the final cohort. Thus, the PPV should be interpreted with caution. Finally, since we only included patients with intermediate and high-risk disease, we were not able to address the clinical question whether or not PSMA PET/CT can bring a significant added value to mpMRI in the initial staging of a heterogeneous population of patients with prostate cancer, including patients with less aggressive disease.

5. Conclusion

In our study using the majority reads of three blinded independent readers for each modality, both PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI performed well in the detection and intra-prostatic localization of intermediate- to high-risk primary prostate cancer, while mpMRI had superior performance in the definition of the T-staging (T2c, T3). The combined use of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI improved tumor extent delineation. Our findings highlight the complementarity of the two imaging modalities.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION:
How does PSMA PET/CT perform in the local evaluation of primary prostate cancer in comparison to mpMRI? Is there an additional value in the combined use of both PSMA PET/CT and MRI in comparison to mpMRI alone?

PERTINENT FINDINGS:
Our analysis compared the performance of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI for the local staging in 74 patients with intermediate- to high-risk prostate cancer using 3 blinded independent central readers for each modality. The two imaging modalities showed similar accuracy in the detection and localization of intra-prostatic lesions, while mpMRI performed better in the definition of extraprostatic extension and seminal vesicle involvement. The combined use of the two (PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI) leads to better cancer localization, but did not significantly improve detection rates.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE:
In this study, the addition of PSMA PET/CT to mpMRI did not significantly change the local staging of patients with intermediate- to high-risk prostate cancer.
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Figures and tables

Table 1 - Patient characteristics. IQR= Interquartile range; PSA= prostate-specific antigen; ISUP= International society of urological pathology.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of patients</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age, yr (IQR)</td>
<td>65 (60 – 69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median PSA, ng/mL (IQR)</td>
<td>11.1 (7.5 – 21.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial PSA, ng/mL (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  &lt;10</td>
<td>29 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  10 – 20</td>
<td>26 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  &gt;20</td>
<td>19 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Amico Risk Classification (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  Intermediate risk</td>
<td>14 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  High risk</td>
<td>60 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-surgical Gleason Grade (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  3+3=6</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  3+4=7</td>
<td>14 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  3+5=8</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  4+3=7</td>
<td>13 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  4+4=8</td>
<td>24 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  4+5=9</td>
<td>19 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o  5+4=9</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Prostate cancer detection rates (lesion-based analysis)

Prostate cancer detection rates on a lesion-level of PSMA PET/CT, mpMRI, PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI (majority reads 2:1). Clinically significant lesions exclude lesions with Gleason score 3+3=6. Differences in detection rate between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI were not statistically significant.

PPV= positive predictive value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All lesions</th>
<th></th>
<th>Clinically significant lesions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All Lesions</td>
<td>PSMA PET/CT</td>
<td>mpMRI</td>
<td>PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index lesion (n=74)</td>
<td>72 (97%)</td>
<td>72 (97%)</td>
<td>73 (99%)</td>
<td>72 (97%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary lesion (n=32)</td>
<td>21 (66%)</td>
<td>19 (59%)</td>
<td>22 (69%)</td>
<td>18 (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary lesion (n=3)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (Detection rate)</td>
<td>93 (85%)</td>
<td>91 (83%)</td>
<td>95 (87%)</td>
<td>90 (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Prostate segmentation template and imaging/pathology correspondence for lesion-based analysis.

12-segments subdivision of the prostate gland used for the standardized reads (left). Examples of imaging/pathology correlation for the lesion-level analysis using a "neighboring" approach. The orange arrows indicate adjacent/neighbor segments.

Example 1: 1 lesion described on pathology as involving segments MRP, 1 lesion identified by imaging as involving BRP. Imaging/pathology correlation: TP finding because BRP and MRP are neighboring segments.

Example 2. 1 large lesion described on pathology as involving segments ARP, MRP, BRP, ALP and MLP, 2 lesions identified by imaging: lesion 1 involving ARP, MRP (yellow segments) and lesion 2 involving ALP, MLP (green segments). Imaging pathology correlation: TP because one single lesion was described on pathology and correctly identified as cancer by imaging, even though described differently.

Example 3. 2 lesions described on pathology: lesion 1 involving ALP, MLP, BLP, ALA, MLA, ARP and MRP (pink lesion) lesion 2 involving MRA (red lesion): 1 large lesion described by imaging as involving segments ARP, MRP, MLP, BRP and MRA. Imaging/pathology correlation: two TP findings because two lesions were described on pathology, and both were described as cancer on imaging.
Figure 2: Study flowchart.

Patients with biopsy proven, intermediate-high-risk prostate cancer (PCa) considered for radical prostatectomy (RP) with lymph node dissection recruited to receive a PSMA PET/CT at UCLA between January 2017 and November 2019 ($n = 398$)

- **EXCLUDED** ($n = 29$)
  - Lost to follow-up

- **EXCLUDED** ($n = 221$)
  - Did not undergo RP following PSMA PET/CT

- **EXCLUDED** ($n = 49$)
  - Underwent RP at an outside institution

Patients with intermediate- to high-risk PCa with PSMA PET/CT prior to RP done at UCLA ($n = 99$)

- **EXCLUDED** ($n = 8$)
  - Did not have mpMRI prior to RP

- **EXCLUDED** ($n = 17$)
  - Had an outside mpMRI prior to RP

Patients with PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI prior to RP at UCLA ($n = 74$)
Figure 3: Prostate cancer localization (segment-based analysis) and T3-staging

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the segment-level analysis obtained for the PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI majority reads (A), using the 1-to-5 PSMA and PI-RADS scores for each individual reader (B). ΔAUC between PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI (95% CI -0.01, 0.07; p= 0.093), PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI and PSMA PET/CT (95% CI 0.05, 0.1; p<0.001), PSMA PET/CT+mpMRI and mpMRI (95% CI 0.03, 0.06; p<0.001).

ROC curves for PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI majority reads in the evaluation of T-staging (C): bilaterality, extraprostatic extension and seminal vesicles involvement. ΔAUC for bilateral disease (0.65 vs 0.54 - DeLong’s test p=0.138), ΔAUC for EPE (0.79 vs 0.59, 95% CI: 0.08-0.32; p=0.002) and SVI (0.84 vs 0.63, 95% CI 0.09-0.33; p=0.001).
Figure 4: Two case examples from our cohort.

(Top row) 68-year-old patient (#4) with biopsy-proven prostate cancer Gleason score of 3+4=7 and PSA of 8.6 ng/ml at time of PSMA PET/CT. (A) Transverse PSMA PET/CT fused images, (B) T2-weighted and (C) high b-value diffusion-weighted (DWI) MR images show a right-posterior midgland lesion (green arrow). Whole mount pathology (D) shows one lesion, Gleason Score 4+3=7 in the same segment (contoured in green) and the lesion showed extraprostatic extension. Good imaging/pathology correspondence (true positive finding for both imaging modalities). All 6 readers correctly identified and described the lesion.

(Bottom row) 69-year-old patient (#5) with biopsy-proven prostate cancer Gleason Score of 3+4=7 and PSA of 11.4 ng/ml at time of PSMA PET/CT. Transverse PSMA PET/CT (E) shows two foci of increased PSMA uptake in the right-posterior (yellow arrow) and left-posterior apex (green arrow), respectively. PSMA reader 1 correctly described one lesion involving the left- and right-posterior apex, PSMA readers 2 and 3 described the left and right foci as 2 separate lesions. T2-weighted MR images (F) show an hypointense lesion and DWI (G) show diffusion restriction in the right- and left-posterior apex (green arrow). All MRI readers correctly described only one lesion. Whole mount pathology (H) shows one lesion encompassing both the right- and left-posterior apex (contoured in green) with extraprostatic extension. This is an example of the same lesion being described differently by PSMA PET/CT and whole mount pathology (true positive finding for both imaging modalities).
Graphical Abstract

74 patients
*Intermediate-high risk PROSTATE CANCER*

- PSMA PET/CT
- mpMRI

Radical Prostatectomy

1 GU pathologist (Whole-mount pathology)
3 Radiologists (mpMRI)
3 NM physicians (PSMA PET/CT)

PROSTATE CANCER DETECTION
(Lesion-level analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Index Lesions</th>
<th>Secondary Lesions</th>
<th>Tertiary Lesions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSMA PET/CT</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpMRI</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSMA PET/CT + mpMRI</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Supplementary Figures and Tables**

**Supplementary Figure 1:** Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the segment-level analysis for clinically significant lesions (excluding Gleason score 3+3=6) obtained using a binary score for the PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI majority reads (left), using the 1-to-5 PSMA and PI-RADS scores for each individual reader (right).
Supplementary Figure 2: Two case examples from our cohort.
(Top row) 61-year-old patient (#23) with biopsy-proven prostate cancer Gleason Score of 4+5=9 and PSA of 11.6 ng/ml at time of PSMA PET/CT. (A) Transverse PSMA PET/CT, (B) T2weighted MRI images show a large PSMA-avid and hypointense lesion, respectively encompassing the right-posterior/left-posterior (large yellow arrow) and right-anterior midgland (small yellow arrow). (C) high b-value diffusion-weighted (DWI) MR images show diffusion restriction in the same location. Whole mount pathology (D) shows two lesions located in the right-posterior/left-posterior midgland (Gleason Score 4+5=9 - contoured in yellow) and right-anterior midgland (Gleason Score 3+4=7 - contoured in green), respectively. This is an example of two lesions on pathology described as a single large lesion by both imaging modalities (two true positive findings – as yellow and green lesions were both described as positive for cancer by both imaging modalities).

(Bottom row) 68-year-old patient (#28) with biopsy-proven prostate cancer Gleason Score of 4+3=7 and PSA of 32.8 ng/ml at time of PSMA PET/CT. (E) Transverse PSMA PET/CT shows a lesion with intense PSMA uptake encompassing the left-anterior/left-posterior base (yellow arrow) and a smaller lesion with mild PSMA uptake located between the anterior- and posterior-right base (green arrow), T2weighted (F) and DWI MR images (G) show a hypointense lesion and diffusion restriction, respectively in the left-anterior base (yellow arrow). Whole mount pathology (H) shows two lesions respectively located in the left-anterior/left-posterior base (contoured in yellow) with Gleason Score 4+5=9, and in the right-anterior base (contoured in green) with Gleason Score 3+3=6. Despite mild PSMA uptake is visible in the right-anterior/posterior base lesion, only one of the three PSMA readers gave it a positive PSMA score and was therefore considered a false negative for both imaging modalities.
**Supplementary Table 1:** Prostate cancer detection on a lesion-level for each reader.
* McNemar test: p <0.05
PPV = positive predictive value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PSMA PET/CT</th>
<th>MPMRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reader 1</td>
<td>Reader 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDEX LESIONS</strong></td>
<td>74/74 (100%)</td>
<td>73/74 (99%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECONDARY LESIONS</strong></td>
<td>20/32 (63%)</td>
<td>17/32 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERTIARY LESIONS</strong></td>
<td>0/3 (0%)</td>
<td>0/3 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OVERALL (SENSITIVITY)</strong></td>
<td>90/109 (83%)</td>
<td>94/109 (86%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PPV</strong></td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Table 2: Detailed performance of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI in all lesions and clinically significant lesions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Lesions</th>
<th>PSMA+/MRI+</th>
<th>PSMA-/MRI-</th>
<th>PSMA+/MRI-</th>
<th>PSMA-/MRI+</th>
<th>Clinically Significant Lesions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Index lesions (n=74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index lesions (n=74)</td>
<td>71 (96%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>71 (96%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary lesions (n=32)</td>
<td>18 (56%)</td>
<td>10 (31%)</td>
<td>3 (9%)</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>17 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary lesion (n=3)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall (n=109)</td>
<td>89 (82%)</td>
<td>14 (13%)</td>
<td>4 (4%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
<td>88 (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary lesions (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tertiary lesion (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall (n=97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88 (81%)</td>
<td>5 (5%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
<td>88 (81%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table provides a detailed performance of PSMA PET/CT and mpMRI in all lesions and clinically significant lesions.